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1. On missing things
The way we exchange glances in the street, the way we say where we are from, the way we turn maps
around, the way a car passenger talks to the driver, the way parents encourage a child to finish her
dinner, the way we say goodbye. The familiar things are amongst the most meaningful elements of
our lives yet also the ones that we fail to notice. We fail to notice how those things look and quite
how they happen because by their very familiarity they are no longer noticeable and, in that sense, it
is really not a failing at all it is, instead, a mark of our success in having acquired a shared knowledge
of the workings of whatever society we are inhabiting. It is about being at home in the world.
A number of approaches in human geography are based on the desire to reveal the seen but unnoticed features of the world, some of these appear to arise out of methodology and some from
theory. The most conspicuous of the former is ethnography, that has always had at its heart both defamiliarisation and re-familiarisation: the ethnographer on entering an exotic culture begins by
being overwhelmed as an observer by all that they notice and can report upon, and, by the end,
understands both how and why things are done in the particular ways that they are done.
Theoretical work in human geography has long sought to, variously, discover, uncover and reveal
what members of society take for granted. This ambition is at its most intense in critical theory that
aims to reveal, not just that we fail to notice in and of the everyday world, but to show that hidden
by that same process are the ideologies of the powerful.
One of the recording technologies that has consistently aided my own studies of everyday life,
technology-in-use and workplaces, is video. It has a history of involvement in human geography in
participatory research (Kindon, 2003; Parr, 2007), as a methodology (Brown & Spinney, 2009; J.
Lorimer, 2010; Spinney, 2011) and as a novel form for reporting on research projects (Gandy, 2009;
Garrett, 2011). What I would like to tease out here is where video connects to that broader project
of de-familiarising the familiar and indeed to work through some examples of doing just that. It will
take us some distance from existing geographical literature even as I hope readers will detect many
points of resonance with other work in human geography. The approach to analysing video that I
will restate here is one that emerges out of ethnomethodology (Garfinkel & Sacks, 1969; Laurier &
Philo, 2004), conversation analysis (Sacks, 1992) and ordinary language philosophy (Cavell, 1976).
What these related approaches share is an orientation to language as action. They are interested in
‘How to do things with words’, as the ordinary language philosopher, J L Austin (1962), entitled his
book. Austin contrasted the idea of action with other concepts of language that prioritised its
propositional and representational possibilities. Within human geography, responding to the
dominance of this latter concept of language has lead to the emergence of the more-thanrepresentational theory associated with Nigel Thrift’s work (H. Lorimer, 2005; Thrift, 2008a) For
the older schools of ethnomethodology, conversation analysis and ordinary language philosophy, the
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activities of representing and making propositions are also more-than-representational and thus sit
in amongst an array of actions that can be done with words.
Ethnomethodology, like cultural geography, is profoundly concerned with the realm of meaning
and, indeed, meaninglessness (Hilbert, 2001). At its outset in Garfinkel’s renowned breaching
experiments, meaningless actions were used to try and defamiliarise and disrupt everyday settings
such as family homes, interviews and games (Garfinkel, 1964; Watson, 2009). An example of the
latter was, in the game of noughts and crosses, students would unbeknownst to their opponents
place their marks randomly, on the lines or in the boxes or elsewhere than they should were they
playing the game. In another case he had his students behave like strangers within their own homes,
being polite but otherwise acting is they did not the other members of the family nor how the home
functioned. The surprise in these attempts to betray the meaningfulness of various settings was how
resistant they were to such attempts. That actions were meant, and further meaning could be made
of them, was taken as a basic device we use to make the actions of others intelligible. Indeed
Garfinkel (1967) went on to show that the meaning we can make of others action appears to be
almost inexhaustible 1. Where ethnomethodology departs from much of the cultural analysis in
human geography is not however around the assumption that members mean what they do, nor that
they take others’ actions as meaningful, but rather, in remaining agnostic to the claims of theory or
methodology as having secured foundational or essential Meaning or Meanings. No special
privilege is given to the analyst and, in that sense, one way of understanding the approach is as a
radicalisation of the ethnographer’s desire to understand cultures from the inside.
Ethnomethodologists seek to operate in the constitutive gap between theory and method that lies at
the heart of grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). However, where grounded theorising
proposed an iterative relationship, a gradual adjusting of empirical materials and theoretical
proposals, ethnomethodology, like deconstruction in geography is involved in what seems to be a
negative ground-clearing project (Doel, 1999). Rather than treat theory as the equal partner in a
marriage with social practices that requires the ongoing mediation services of the researcher, central
topics from cultural theory such as “Meaning”, “Knowledge”, “Public/Private”, “Truth”, “Morality”,
“Trust”, “Sex”, “Cognition”, “Surveillance”, “Money”, “Emotions” are examined as local, practical and
messily organised concerns of particular settings (Lynch, 1993; Lynch & Bogen, 1996). Where
deconstruction might be said to involve the playful application of hot water to a frozen language of
ideas, ethnomethodology uses the ideas themselves as a broom to see whether they sweep anything
up. By the end of an inquiry the broom might be thrown away because the ethnomethodological
inquiry was a way of understanding the the looks of the mess, the organisation of the sweeping, the
sweepers, the parties that leave the street in such a mess in the first place.
2. On seeing things
What though, you may be asking, does ethnomethodology have to do with noticing things in a
video recording or, in fact, using a video recording to help us notice familiar practices. The answer
lies in the desire to avoid ironising the very practices that produce the unexceptional looks of things.
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This involved an experiment where students were asked to elaborate on what people actually said and what those
persons then understood by that. Garfinkel asked them for greater accuracy and precision around the meaning of what
was said and the students then enriched their accounts. He asked them to do so again and the meanings continued to
multiply. It becoming apparent that the task was expanding rather than shrinking. Garfinkel’s students complained about
the impossibility of the task. Garfinkel agreed with their complaint but noted the problem was that there was not an
understanding separate from how those things were said. “To recognize what is said means to recognize how a person is
speaking, e.g., to recognize that the wife in saying "your shoes need heels badly" was speaking narratively, or
metaphorically, or euphemistically, or double-talking.” p30 {Garfinkel:1967vn}.
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An ethnomethodological description of what is happening tries to recover the analysis used by
members in, and in order to produce, those practices. What a visual analysis would mean here then
is the visual analysis of members of the setting that we are studying. Their visual analysis is what we
will then attempt to describe. Again to echo a longstanding ethnographic ambition: we want to see
through the eyes of the culture that we are studying (Crang & Cook, 2007).
Having noted that many approaches to language focus only on representation, there was a similar
orientation in human geography driven by a desire to expose the politics of photographs, paintings,
television, comic strips or video recordings (Cosgrove & Daniels, 1989; Dodds, 1996). The primary
ambition being to interpret what those visual materials represent and indeed how they represent it
quickly shifted to a concern with how we look at images (Rose, 2001) and what we do with them
(Rose, 2010). Landscape geography which had been at heart of the politics of representation has
become a site for a re-examination of the very possibility of looking at and seeing the world (Wylie,
2006). The ethnomethodological ambition has similarly been to consider how various practices of
looking, gazing, inspecting, surveilling are both productive of and produced by local practices such
as crossing the road (Livingston, 1987), fixing photocopiers (Orr, 1996), driving in the dark
(Garfinkel & Rawls, 2002), using CAD software (Heath & Luﬀ, 2000) and so on. Video recordings
oﬀering the possibility of catching those visual, visible and visibilising practices as they happen
(Heath, Hindmarsh, & Luﬀ, 2010).
The presence of sound in video recordings pushes against the limits of a number of approaches to
the visual - they pursue the visual as if it were a domain of perception separate from the other senses
and, more importantly, distinct from practices of speaking, hearing and reading (Ingold, 2000;
2011). What we want to retain here is that visual worlds captured on video are rendered intelligible
and meaningful through not only an array of visual practices but also sound practices or ‘sounded
doings’ (Garfinkel & Rawls, 2002). ‘Visual practices’ and ‘sound practices’ as term themselves hide a
rich collection of sensemaking devices that begin to respecify the ‘Visual’ and ‘Sound’. Moreover our
seeing-hearing (as one) and seeing/hearing (as related to one another) is accomplished through and
with our language practices, two of which I wish to consider in a little more detail before going on
to put them to use.
The first branch of ethnomethodology that has been predominantly concerned with the relationship
between how members make sense of the what they are watching (which I will use here to include
listening) is membership categorisation analysis (Hester & Eglin, 1997; Jayyusi, 1984; Stokoe, 2012a).
These are the categorisations that we have available to us as members of societies and/or cultures
(hence “membership”) to analyse what is an otherwise unintelligible and meaningless flow and
eruption of vision and sound (Sharrock & Coulter, 1998). For example, in walking down the street
we constantly and competently use social categories such as ‘parent’, ‘child’, ‘car’ to not only
understand (and misunderstand) what we witness unfolding but also to witness it at all (Hester &
Francis, 2003; Lepper, 2000). It is not that we have seen an X doing something and then afterwards
attached the label ‘parent’ but rather that we use the concept of ‘parent’ to see the thing for what it
is, all in one go. While the idea of using categories seems to bring back to a concept of attaching
labels to things, and people, that sounds very like the representational moment that a concern with
language-as-action was trying leave behind, the key diﬀerence is in the twin drive to focus on using
categorisation devices and on members’ use of those devices. In keeping with its desire to avoid
building foundational theories, ethnomethodologists are concerned with avoiding importing
categorisation devices that, while relevant to the doing of cultural geography as a literary practice, lie
some distance from the local relevancies of members producing geographies (Housley & Smith,
2011; R. Smith, 2013). This is a temptation because the ongoing relevance of theories of Age,
Gender, Materiality, Identity etc. in doing being a social and/or cultural geographer push those
categories to the front of our minds. Sometimes, of course, how people categorise themselves, or
what they encounter, in terms of age or gender, is indeed relevant to the settings. An
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ethnomethodological approach begins with what actually is there first and, only later, returns to
theory with a sense of how this might help us dissolve one, or another, theoretical problem.
The second branch of ethnomethodology is conversation analysis (CA) which while it remains
primarily concerned with the organisation of talk (Heritage, 2008; 2011; Sacks, Schegloﬀ, &
Jeﬀerson, 1974), it has increasingly attended to the visual and, indeed, spatial aspects of speaking
together (Mondada, 2012a; 2012b), concerning itself with questions of both ‘why that now?’ and
‘why that here?’ In this chapter I would like just to tease out one strand from CA’s larger body of
work which is the pairing of actions (known in CA as ‘adjacency pairs’). The adjacency pair is a
central sensemaking device (or rule2 ) that we use to make sense of what are watching. Simply put, it
is that an X-action gets not just any action, but just a Y-action (or possibly a V or a Z) in response
to it. When we ask a question we usually get an answer. When we hold the door for someone
walking behind us we get a thank-you. When we email our friend they send an email back. We
notice when these things are missing but need not when they are there. It is not only that a swathe
of actions come in pairs but that there is a first part of that pair and a second part, and, on the
whole, the first part arrives ahead of the second part. When this order is disrupted then things start
to become confusing and meaningless. Briefly defined, adjacency pairs are actions that are:
1. Adjacent
2. Produced by diﬀerent actors
3. Ordered, as a first part and a second part
4. Categorised, in that one category of actions makes relevant a specific, or range of specific
second actions (e.g. a greeting expects and makes relevant a return greeting)
(Adapted from - Levinson, 1983; Schegloﬀ & Sacks, 1973)
These characteristics of adjacency pairs provide rich resources for making sense of situations. A
classic example, adapted from Lee and Watson (1993), is of four kids, in one of several queues in a
supermarket, where the checkout operator asks “who’s next”. From the group comes the reply “we’re
together”. The checkout operator’s question and the kids’ answer is an adjacency pair dealing with
the collective and self-organised setting of the queue. It is heard as an answer to the question by
being produced just after the question, and that is the usual sense taken in CA. However there is
also a spatial sense of adjacency which geographers would be better attuned to: “who’s next” is heard
from the operator that is at the till closest the group. In terms of the third and fourth qualities,
questions as one category of first-pair part make relevant answers as a second-pair part. Though
members are open to find a slightly diﬀerent meaning in “who’s next”, one that is all the more
relevant to queueing at the supermarket, and move the few steps forward and dump their shopping
basket at the till. Complying provides a relevant and intelligible second part. One that shows an
understanding of “who’s next” as a request to get the queue moving (see various other alternative but
relevant second part parts in the order of service (Merritt, 1976)).
Membership categorisation devices and adjacency pair provide methods for members to produce
and recognise activities. Moreover, they are reflexively tied one another, in mutually constitutive and
mutually elaborative courses of action (Stokoe, 2012a; Watson, 1997). The question then arises
though: do we need a video recording to examine how members’ categories and paired actions are
put to work, could an ethnographer not just stand and write notes on all this? The answer is not
primarily an analytic one. Lee and Watson’s ethnomethodological ethnography (1993) and a
number of other ethnomethodological studies of public places (Carlin, 2003; Jimerson & Oware,
2006), show very well how an ethnomethodological study of spatial practices can be done without
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Rule can become a little confusing since it begins to sound disengaged from members’s sensemaking. However it is
consonant with Wittgenstein’s idea of rules and how they feature in language games {Sharrock:2008ez}.
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video. Video does not fundamentally transform the basis of longer standing traditions of inquiry in
ethnomethodology, conversation analysis and ordinary language philosophy. What data sessions
with video recordings allow is for a dozen or more researchers to witness the same events in a
supermarket and watch and re-watch how the order of service is accomplished during those events.
In other words, the site of observation can be displaced from the lone ethnographer in the field, to a
subsequent, distant and, ideally, collective site of re-view (Laurier, 2012). Alongside displacing the
site of observation it also allows researchers to do as many action replays as they wish (and the more
the better) to recover details that go by so fast that while we register them we cannot quite recall nor
describe all of them (Büscher, 2005; Heath et al., 2010; Simpson, 2011). Becoming attuned to the
video recording through repeated viewings provides, in one sense, a brake on the theorist’s
imagination (that she might wish things to be one way, or the other, for the sake of this or that
theory) even as , in another sense, it requires us to exercise our imagination to provide a description
that re-awakens our wonder in the ordinary (Cavell, 1997).
3. Noticing things in video fragments 3
Rather than continue to introduce an ethnomethodological approach to video recordings in the
abstract what I would like to do for the rest of this chapter is to oﬀer some ideas on how to go about
noticing things in video recordings. In other words, in the spirit of a handbook (which is one way
readers can use this collection), I want to provide some illustrated operating instructions for working
in, and working out, a two or three minute video clip. That we will be working with empirical
materials is not incidental to understanding ethnomethodology and conversation analysis, it is in the
spirit of their shared enterprise and one that has much in common with Foucault’s historical
archeologies (Laurier & Philo, 2004). What leaves me feeling decidedly uneasy in providing
suggestions toward how to notice things in video recordings is then making it seem like
ethnomethodology and/or conversation analysis are methodologies despite their protestations to be
otherwise. If there is a methodology here it is an underbuilt one, to paraphrase Mike Lynch (1993),
one that has knitted together around the fact that video is the recording medium (Büscher, 2005).
This methodology has itself been studied by ethnomethodologists for the ways in which it uses
equipment, secures phenomenon, instructs seeings, pursues findings and so on (Tutt & Hindmarsh,
2011).
It is high time I turned our attention toward some video fragments and the first one that we will
look at is from a project4 carried out several years ago by myself and Chris Philo. In the project, we
were studying the civility of the cafe, picking out from our recordings a handful of the multitude of
encounters that seemed, on first glance at least, to constitute the ambiences, atmospheres and feel of
a place (Swanton, 2010; Thrift, 2005). We were interested in quite how the cafe was made to feel
welcoming or (not) equally how someone might feel unwelcome. As one part of what might be seen
as our archival or corpus-oriented handling of or clips we compiled collections of short clips of the
staﬀ dealing with the customers at the counter and of customers dealing with other customers and it
is one of the latter we will turn to now. It has been chosen because is fairly much the kind of
familiar scene from the morning activities of a cafe that could happen around us without anyone
noticing anything very interesting about it.
[play video clip 1 - http://www.sedit.org.uk/learn/resources/cafe.mov ]
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Video clips are usually called ‘fragments’ to remind the viewer that what they are looking at only appears self-contained.
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It is a fragment that I have watched around ninety times or more. The reasons for the repeated
viewing is not only because Chris and myself have written on it (Laurier & Philo, 2006) and that I
continue to use it for teaching video analysis, it is because the repeated viewing of a recording of a
familiar practice is a reliable way of defamiliarising that familiar practice. On the first viewing of a
recording, it is usually recognisable as that sort of familiar practice. On a second viewing quite what
we are seeing begins to change. A second viewing of a mundane practice is already a peculiar way of
watching it, it is at odds with the idea of action-replay which promises the opportunity to review the
extra-ordinary in order to just how it was done. On a third viewing, part of that first seen barely
noticeable thing is dissolving and other aspects of what it looks like begin to become apparent. As
the re-watching of the fragment continues, the seen-but-unnoticed features are, in dribs and drabs,
in minor diﬀerentiations and, then, sometimes in lightning flashes of wonder, noticed. They are
noticed and no longer seen. That basic, assumed and pursued accomplishment of recognising what is
happening as a cultural thing is lost, but the gain is in seeing it anew.
Re-watching the recording leads to an engagement with empirical materials that is close to
knowing a poem by heart or a stage actor learning their lines. By this repetition we are departing
from the involvement of the participants in the original setting even as the purpose is to become
deeply intimate with what they were doing and how they achieved it. It is in this departure that
ethnomethodology pursues it investigations and that is part of its peculiar work. It is a departure
that constantly returns us to the very scene through what we otherwise usually leave behind when
studying it by interview, statistical summary or theoretical illustration. We cannot quite recapture
that process here in the reading of a book chapter, given that it is hard enough to persuade a reader
to watch a video outside of the textual reading once, let alone a dozen or more times. Hopefully I
can persuade you to take one more look at this clip. In taking a second look what I would like you to
notice is how Customer 1 looks up at Customer 3, and what sort of facial expression he makes.
Look for how Customer 1’s response occurs in two parts.
[play video clip 1 - http://www.sedit.org.uk/learn/resources/cafe.mov ]
At this point I will switch to presenting the material in a transcribed form and you may anyway
have jumped ahead to take a quick look at the transcript. The reader’s work here is, amongst other
things, to recover the gap between video recording and the instructed seeing begun by my
suggestions of what to notice and continued by the use of the transcript. What you find in the video
does not have the same quality as things that you noticed yourself given these are features that you
have been told to notice. The non-compliant reader will, of course, happily refuse or find something
else to notice. My aim though is to use the thing that I noticed to work backwards to the operations
that ethnomethodologists use to produce it.
In transcript 1 the two parts become easier to see because they have been broken from its smooth
flow into the last two frames.
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Transcript 1 - Smiling at the buggy
In the third frame the Customer 1 mouths an ‘okay’ response to Customer 3, in other words, a
recognisable second-pair part that allows us to reconstruct a likely request from the arriving
Customer 3. In the fourth frame he shifts his gaze to the buggy and thus by the direction of his
gaze extends his smile toward the buggy. The absence of Customer 3’s first pair part seems as it if
might be a problem. A single camera like the one used here for recording face-to-face interaction
faces endemic problems in recording the facial expressions and gestures of both parties. One
solution to such a problem is the use of multiple cameras (Ruusuvuori & Peräkylä, 2009) though as
we can imagine in public settings like cafes the presence of multiple cameras can become that much
more disruptive than one. What I would like to suggest though is that it serves here as a useful
caution against treating the video recording as the practice itself and foregrounding its character as a
record with constitutive incompleteness that goes with any record of past events5.
One of my strategies for getting started on what the members of a setting are accomplishing is to
find and unhinge an adjacency pair. With the two parts unhinged, to attach a diﬀerent, but still
relevant, second pair-part on to the first one. The advantage of the adjacency pair is that the fact of
one second pair part can compared to a counter-factual alternate second pair part. Imagine in this
scenario that Customer 1 had grimaced as he shifted his gaze to the buggy. One thing we could say
about the grimace is that it would have expressed his displeasure at the arrival of a potentially noisy
set of new neighbours. The second-pair-part of his “okay” would still have been an acceptance of the
5

Garfinkel delighted in setting his students exercises in recording that showed the inadequacy of the recording process
to deal with the haecceities of the original situation that was recorded. A classic being recording the ringing of telephones
for different persons, where an audio recording of the telephones of that period, resulted in the same audible ring for any
person. All the recordings sounded exactly the same then even though at the time, particular persons in particular
settings knew who that phone was ringing for. Equally, Garfinkel noted how part of the original phenomenon had been
waiting for the phone to ring, and that was lost. Or, a phone ringing unexpectedly, that was also lost in that, once again, a
recording of it sounds like all the other telephone rings.
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other customer’s request, but it would have become a begrudging one. Indeed, in Austin’s (1962)
terms, with its felicitous conditions being insuﬃcient, the acceptance does not succeed as one.
Customer 3 (mum with buggy) might then quite correctly detect that they were not being accepted
after all. When we return then to what the customer actually did do in response to the buggy we
begin to see how it expresses, and deepens the acceptance of the “okay” and, thus, the welcome of
the baby in the buggy joining him over his quiet mid-morning coﬀee and newspaper reading.
Imagine a third scenario where Customer 1 arrives with a dog rather than a buggy. Our technique
this time being to again use a counter-factual but this time we are trying out a diﬀerent yet related
category of accompanying thing that would categorise the arriving customer. There are a number of
other possible categories of cafe customer but what makes this one appealing is that it is helps
expose the membership categorisation device of a customer that requires a more complex form of
acceptance by fellow customers. It also helps establish the buggy’s placement in a collection of
entities in a cafe that customers can express their pleasure or displeasure at their presence, and
thereby establishes a certain vulnerability suﬀered by those social units in public places.
Having briefly examined how Customer 1 makes available his response to the arrival of Customer 3,
let’s move on to Customer 2 who is also sitting quietly drinking coﬀee and reading her newspaper.

Transcript 2 - ‘Absolutely’
Customer 3 makes an audible request to sit nearby Customer 2 and 2 accepts her request. A first
potential thing to notice is that Customer 2 produces a high grade acceptance, not merely ‘okay’, but
‘absolutely’. Why might such a high grade acceptance be being used? There are a number of things
to consider in terms of what it is doing. A first thing we might notice is the particularity of the
request. It is not a question directed to whether the seat is free which is then designed to provide a
“yes/no” answer. It instead directs itself to the acceptance of Customer sitting ‘here’ and the high
grade acceptance provides an unconditional and, thus also, a completed acceptance. If we look at
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what Customer 2 does then we see the same two part structure as she shifts her gaze from
Customer 3 and looks toward the buggy with the same sustained smile as Customer 1. Again, then,
this customer makes clear by this extension of her smile that she has not only accepted the the
presence of Customer 3 here beside here but also is making clear to Customer 3 that she is also
accepting and happy about her buggy being here beside her.
What we have begun to undertake in watching this first video clip a handful of times, considering
the adjacency pairs and a counterfactual is an analysis of the delicate work being undertaken in this
quite familiar form of encounter. It involved paying close attention to what the customers
themselves were attending to. Our attention was focused on the sequences of actions and as a
consequence I stayed with a blunt catch-all category for the parties involved. The category
“customer” is a good start given that is a category generated by the setting and relevant to the
organisation of the setting. However what the video recording and the activities produce are a
shaper set of categories that are relevant to the parties concerned. If we return to the beginning of
the recording, what do we have before Customer 3 enters the scene? The two customers are not just
two customers they are customers occupying tables, though at this stage that category is not relevant
to what is happening. An abiding question in trying to take the perspective of participants is trying
to consider and establish which of the many possible categorisations that could apply to and be
applied by them are actually being applied to (& by) them
When Customer 3 returns from the back of the cafe she becomes potentially relevant to Customer
1 and 2 as a ‘table-seeker’ (for lack of a more obvious word at the moment). When Customer 3
wheels her buggy into the gap, between the chairs beside Customer 1, she makes her search for a
table relevant to him. Her actions then also make relevant Customer 1’s categorisation as one of the
customers occupying a table. At such a point they go from previously having no pertinent
relationship to one another to then having one. Customer 3’s search is potentially coming to an end
and she progresses from being a searcher with minimal relevance to this corner of the cafe to being
a potential new neighbour. Her buggy with sleeping baby inside takes on a diﬀerent sort of
relevance when she is the neighbour of the two customers just as it would were they to become
residential rather than coﬀee break neighbours. Briefly, then, she enters the category of something
like a new settler meeting the established residents. What we then also see becoming relevant are
the rights of the existing residents to, not so much accept or reject, but welcome or shun their new
neighbour.
From watching and re-watching the video fragment of a customer arriving in a cafe, while I have
not provided a recipe, I have hopefully nevertheless provided a worked example of how get started
on noticing things in a recording. The two sense-making devices I suggested we made use of were,
firstly, the pairing of the participants’ actions and, secondly, the members’ categories as they were
made relevant to and transformed by their courses of action. In reflecting back upon the analytic
process so far it would seem fair to ask if I have not turned against the ethnomethodological
injunction to avoid importing exotic categories or resources from social or cultural geography to
make sense of what is happening in the recording. Those two exotic imports were:
1. the analysts’s use counterfactuals
2. the analysts’s use of what seem to be certain assumptions that are not immediately present in
the scene-at-hand, for instance, the formal regulations and informal rules about very young
children in semi-public spaces like a cafe.
In terms of the counterfactuals, they are there as small disruption devices to help the analyst look
again at what is happening, in terms of what is actually happening. Its aim is to get back to the
practices themselves. The second trouble seems to be a more significant one. It requires us to return
once more to ethnomethodology’s relationship to cultural knowledge and to the familiar. One of the
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assumptions made by myself, that I now realise might cause trouble, is about my readers. It is the
very assumption that such a scene is a familiar one to them, with the assumptions being
immediately present through that familiarity and that, consequently, they needed help to
defamiliarise what and how it is happening. The familiarity of this encounter in a cafe, I assumed,
would be generated by their membership of a community that I belong to with members’ taken-forgranted knowledge of how cafes work within that community. That our perspective was
interchangeable with either of the seated customers and, indeed, the parent arriving with a baby in a
buggy. For certain readers of this chapter the scene itself may seem exotic and for, let’s say, an
Egyptian scholar, the cultural norms of British cafe customers might be something to learn about
and help reveal how their familiar Egyptian cafe is organised. An ethnomethodologist studying the
everyday is assumed to be sharing members’ knowledge of that setting because that is what makes it
an everyday one. In that sense they should know about the etiquette of conduct in cafes, at bus
stops, at supermarket queues and so on because they are competent members of the local culture.
What the analyst is interested in is showing how particular elements of that knowledge are oriented
to, made relevant, made accountable, drawn upon, disputed and indeed even negotiated (though one
our intellectualist problems is to too often see actors as involved in “negotiation” ) going on from
place to place.
4. The profusion of things to notice
What I would like to do now is develop and elaborate upon those extra embodied aspects of actions
that video makes available to add to our analysis of how of members ongoingly manufacture
meaning: gestures, objects and environmental features. The roles of each of these broad categories in
human practices have become cross-disciplinary fields in their own right, particularly in the recent
emergence of gesture studies (Kendon, 2012). In social and cultural geography, gesture remains an
under-current, tending only to be dipped into in understanding the embodied aspects of practices,
for instance, in relation to photos (Rose, 2004), in the performance of music (Revill, 2004) though
also, gestures are situated within a broader realisation of practice theory (Simonsen, 2007). Chris
Philo and myself placed them more centrally in descriptions of the low level sociability and mutual
concern found in cafes (Laurier & Philo, 2006). The most significant recent examination has
emerged from Nigel Thrift as he argued for recent trends in the monitoring and transformation of
gestures having become a further subtle extension of the economy that we may be more or less
susceptible to (Thrift, 2008b). Even before this recent and more direct engagement, gestures have
played a fairly significant role in his wider writing on aﬀect (Thrift, 2004). Objects and environment
have, of course, a much longer history of involvement in social and cultural geography that there is
not the space to rehearse here and I will only note their central place in a revived interest in
materiality (Anderson & Wylie, 2009; Jackson, 2000; Whatmore, 2006). Here my interest is not in
advancing them as significant topics but, again, in considering how we might notice them in video
recordings. And, to reiterate the principles of approaching them from an EMCA perspective, to
notice how they are made relevant to (& by), meaningful to (& by), intelligible to (&by) the
members of particular settings.
The worked example, while more complex, still has elements of familiarity - a family becoming
stressed in the car over navigational issues - but I would expect that on first viewing it may be much
less obvious as to what is happening. Consequently I want to help the reader make some initial
sense of this fragment by providing a snippet of the recording’s background. The video fragment is
from a project with Hayden Lorimer and Barry Brown looking at what happens during car journeys
made by families, friends and colleagues6 . One of the families from the study have been travelling
across London, following the directions from the mother ‘J’, who is also the passenger. As they
6

‘Habitable Cars’ ESRC-funded Ref: Res-000-34-9758
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neared the end of the shortcut that the mother had directed them along she could not find the final
right turn that they needed to make to reach their destination. In the recording the father is sitting
in the driving seat, and the daughter is sitting in the rear of the car behind the driver.
[play video clip - http://www.sedit.org.uk/learn/resources/car.mov ]
Most of the audiences that I have shown this fragment to, catch that it is a fraught moment in a car
journey regardless of whether or not I introduce it in that way and so I hope you also grasped that
much of what happened. Part of the complexity of this fragment is that we have a great deal more
being said in it than in the previous example. In places the recording is simply hard to hear as well
as to follow. Our capacity, after the fact, to follow the course events is assisted by creating a
transcript. It helps us slow down and stay focused on what is there in the recording. It helps in the
process of bringing us inside this short course of events rather than embarking on a flight to the
reassuring orderliness and familiarity of the geographical literature.
What we will look at below is a transcript using some Jeﬀersonian (2004) notations which retain
various additional features of audible speech and visible action that take us beyond the bare
transcription of what was said. What needs to be born in mind is that the transcript below is a later
stage in the process and its precursor is a first rough transcript which is likely to be the bare
transcription of what was said. In re-watching the recording, the transcript is gradually corrected,
annotated and complicated by the same repeated listening process that it serves. The transcript also
tends to be customised toward the things in the video recording that the researcher finds themselves
growing more interested in. It is, in other words, a document for doing things with as much as it is a
further record of the original event.
S:!
J))

I’m pretty sure you can’t throw a right up ‘ere ((looks across to

J:!

((continuing to bite nails)) Tch fh:

S:!

So we’ve got a problem no:w

J:!
!
S:!
!
!
J:!

((looks up right-hand-side of street with S)) (3.0)
((leans and looks to other side of road)) Yeah no right turn [((S
starts indicating and moving wheel))
+
[But we did ((looks around road ahead))

S:!
!
!
J:!
!
S:!

You can’t othere’s no right turno ((bringing car into other lane))
So I’m [going to just go]
!
!
+
!
!
[OH JUST GO home, go home]
!
!
!
!
!
+
!
!
!
!
!
[no no]

J:!

NO GO HOME

S:!

I’ll go left and back round (2.0)

S:!
Yeah ((looks across at J)) Coz then you’ll have lights in your
favour won’t ya ((looks across at J again))
J:!
!
!

Well I just need to get [to the bottom of this
!
!
!
!
+
!
!
!
!
[((waves envelope))
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!
S:!

!
!

!

!

!

[((looks across))

Transcript 3 - ‘’No right turn’
4.1 Noticing gestures
There are all kinds of places we might want to start but I will start with the first two lines of
dialogue:
S:!
J))

I’m pretty sure you can’t throw a right up ‘ere ((looks across to

J:!

((continuing to bite nails)) Tch fh:

Excerpt from Transcript 3
They are promising because they are hard to make sense of in the transcript. Their sense ‘why that
now’ and ‘what that here’ is missing without the video recording. What has made the driver ‘sure’ at
this point and where is the ‘here’ that they are at. Ideally here the reader could take a look at the
video recording of just that section and, if you have time, please do. For those in more of a hurry
need not depart from this document and we can look at a still image of the video when the driver is
beginning that statement ‘I’m pretty sure…’.

Fig 1 “I’m pretty sure”
What is hopefully visible in both the video recording and fig 1 is that there is a fence running up the
middle of the road. It is a fence that has only just appeared at just this point in driving up the road.
Earlier when they began looking for a right turn on this road, there was no fence visible in the
middle. What we can also see is that the driver is looking at the road. The video, then, is giving us
both that one of the members of the family is looking at the environment and it also gives us the
feature of that environment that has just become visible to that family member. It is harder to
discern in fig 1 than in the video recording, but the passenger glances over before returning to
staring into the middle distance while chewing on her fingers as a display of her growing anxiety.
The problem with stills from videos is that they tend to lose the timing and flow of the visible
actions. One of the limits of the cartoon style transcripts we used earlier in transcribing the cafe
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encounter is that they lose a great deal of the timing of actions in relation to one another. There are
ways of remedying that within the comic strip style but a more common approach is to add pictures
to traditional Jeﬀersonian transcripts:

S: up

ere

S: ((looking))

((quick nod toward
road))

((looks towards J))

Transcript 4 “Up ere”
If we track the timing between what S is doing with his body and speech we begin to notice further
features. He has been looking ahead at the road (frame 1), as we would expect of the driver, and
what he does, as he comes to the completion of his supposition about the improbability of their
being able to turn right, is produce a rapid nod toward the road ahead (frame 2). The nod is timed
with “ ‘ere”, thus securing a sense for J of what “ ‘ere” refers to. While what he is saying appears like a
knowledge claim, a central concern for us, is to consider not only what it looks like in terms of its
form but what it is doing for the participants at the time. In terms of their current activity, the
absence of a right hand turn is relevant to the driving and it is directly relevant to the larger project
of the shortcut that J has directed them along. A shortcut that she had earlier said ended with a
‘right hand turn’. S’s statement then does more than notice the absence of a right hand turn it sets
up a problem for their journey and J is accountable for that problem.
If we look at what happens gesturally, does this seem provide any support for that? S does indeed
turn toward J while making his ‘statement’. One of the things that turning toward someone does is
to pursue a response and it also allows a speaker to check on what has made of what they have said
by the expression on the recipient’s face. In face-to-face conversation, speakers monitor one another
faces while speaking to look for their facial uptake in terms of frowns, smiles, arching of eyebrows
and so on (Ruusuvuori & Peräkylä, 2009). In the side-by-side conversation the car, there is a further
complication: S is the driver so he clearly cannot extendedly watch J’s face but can only glance away
while in moving traﬃc. What might help us secure a sense of what his look does is that it is placed
at the end of his remark about the traﬃc. In that position it is best placed to pursue a response.
Placing it mid-way through his turn at talk would not accomplish that task.
What has J has been doing meantime? She has maintained the appearances of anxiety about the fact
that they cannot find the right turn, that she had earlier claimed was there. As post hoc viewers of the
recording we can easily see the biting of her fingers and her frowning mouth, expressing her anxiety.
What does S see? Because J maintains this stance (e.g. it does not flicker across her face) upon the
unfolding problem, S sees that stance when he glances across. All J does by way of response is a
disappointed ‘tch’ and then an audible sigh. Counter-factuals can be used again to consider an
alternative response. This time though I want to think through the relevant second-pair part to a
statement of knowledge. A response from J that took S’s statement as a new piece of knowledge
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would be a receipt, often ‘oh’ prefaced (e.g. ‘oh, really’ (Heritage, 1984)). By the absence of any
marker of it being news, it seems that J is treating it as doing something else then too. Gesturally,
what if J had looked back and nodded or raised her eyebrows in surprise? Each of these would have
both caught that S was looking for a response, and produced it, while also demonstrating her
understanding of, the consequences and indeed the meaning of his earlier statement. Given that J
does not even exchange glances with S, then one thing we might see her showing by her minimal
response is that she has nothing to oﬀer. And given that she is currently categorised as the
“navigator” in the shortcut that only she knew how to follow, then, absence of response looks like
trouble.
Having cut a narrow exploratory trench through a fragment and begun to reveal a number of its
interlocking features and orderly properties, what will allow us to begin to confirm that local
archeology is to dig around that trench. Because we began at the beginning of the fragment we are
forced to track forward. However if you drop into the middle of a recording then tracing back
through the preceding actions can pay considerable dividends. With what is happening here I will
edge a few steps further forward which will both then oﬀ what happens there for analysis but
almost always helps in further understanding the earlier courses of action.

S: So we’ve got a
problem no:w
S:((looking))

J: ((silence 3.0))
((J leans across to
look))

((returns to previous
position))

Transcript 5 “We’ve got a problem now”
What we find happening next is S providing the upshot of his earlier statement: “So we’ve got a
problem now.” In the absence of a relevant second-pair part to his first, S, in providing an upshot, is
then increasing the explicitness of what earlier action perhaps only inferred. Not only does he add
to the explicitness but also adds to the urgency. He is thus beginning to exert greater pressure on J as
navigator to provide a solution, though we can note the use of ‘we’ve got’, rather than ‘you’ve got’. It
thereby attends to the consequences for them as a whole and does not try and place responsibility,
and indeed the duty, to solve the problem at J’s feet.
Were we not looking at the video recording we might think there is no substantial response from J.
However looking at the video recording we can see that J does show a response to S by herself
scrutinising the right hand side of the road, a movement that is apprehensible to S because it is also
done by leaning across rather than merely continuing to look ahead. Unsurprisingly her
scrutinisation of S’s perspective does not turn up a right hand exit that the driver has not seen.
Instead the car moves further forward up the road (as we can see if we look at the video recording)
with the clock ticking after S making the lack of time relevant.
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J has done something but nevertheless remains silent. What does the absence of anything beyond
her inspection of the view up the road do? What is useful here is again to consider the
counterfactual possibilities: if J had said after inspecting the situation something like: ‘stay in this
lane and we’ll see if we can cut through at the top of the road somehow’, then she would have both
provided a response that S appears to be seeking, moreover she would have sustained her role as
navigator. Instead, as we have witnessed, J remains silent for three seconds (e.g. the (3.0) on the
original transcript). The silence and lack of further response is something that S can analyse for its
absence of any further direction, guidance or other solution to their pressing situation.
4.2 Noticing movements
What we have considered so far in analysing the video is the part played by gestures in, and around,
making sense of the road ahead and the current stage of their journey in the car. These gestures are
available to the original participants and are analysed by the original participants in relation to what
is being said and the unfolding events of their car moving forward up the road toward the end of
their route. A further central elements of the situation that video recording oﬀers us, in relation to
how participants analyse what is happening, is the trajectories and movement of the participants
themselves through the environment. In other pedestrian settings this might be someone walking
into a room, or a traﬃc warden walking toward a waiting car that is responded to by the car starting
its engine (T. Smith, 2011), or indeed doing a ‘walk out’ from a TV studio to show non-acceptance
of the interview’s conduct (Llewellyn & Butler, 2011). In the recording it is the movement of the
car itself on the road. What I want you to notice this time is movement of the car, especially
between the two lanes of the road.
[play video clip - http://www.sedit.org.uk/learn/resources/car.mov ]
The screen grabs in transcript 6 from the recording miss some of the fine timing between car
movements and talk that you hopefully noticed in the video recording. The screen grabs nevertheless
help us also track the movement of the car between lanes. In the first screen grab the family are still
in the right hand lane, by the time of the second, they have moved to the left hand lane. Earlier we
tracked something of the car’s movement indirectly in relation to the appearance of the fence and
the emerging urgency of the fence closing oﬀ the possibility of them making a right turn to
complete their shortcut. We can now notice that the driver is again making a visible lean toward the
centre of the road, thereby securing himself a better perspective to look long the length of the fence
for gaps, but also, making visible to the passenger that very inspection. Since his last marker of
urgency the car have driven further up the road. The driver (see clip 41 and transcript 6) provides a
definitive epistemic statement ‘no right turn’ and is, on that basis, initiating a departure from the
route he had been directed along by J as the navigator. It emerges from a local context of a rising
gradient of epistemic certainty which is paralleled by both urgency and the onward movement of
the car up the road.
S:!
((leans and looks to other side of road)) Yeah no right turn [((S
starts indicating and moving wheel))!
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J:!

But we did

S:!

You can’t othere’s no right turno ((bringing car into other lane))

S:!

So I’m going to just go

Transcript 6 “But we did”
Swiftly leaving the right hand lane for the left lane is a significant act because in doing so S
abandons their previous joint project (e.g. taking a shortcut by following J’s directions). Moreover if
we then think about the categories S and J had been occupying, S has briefly usurped J as navigator
by doing the navigation himself. Tracing back through the lead-up to this departure you can
hopefully see the building up of the driver’s entitlement to step in and take control of the situation.
S had alerted J to the absence of the right turn, he had warned her that they were facing immediate
trouble. But, of course, as we all know from fraught car journeys this does not mean that this might
not all end in a nasty argument and the family circling their destination for tens of tense minutes.
4.3 Noticing objects
Rather than attend to that aspect of what is going on what I would like to do, to finish our working
through of this example, is shift to the configuration of objects in action. These might be the way
that computer screens and documents are noticed, appreciated and understood (Hindmarsh &
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Heath, 2000), or how tools are arranged in relation to a repair job (Dant, 2005) or the arrangement
of pieces on a board game (Livingston, 2008). Here it is an envelope that has lain on J’s lap but been
ignored by the participants for the last fifteen minutes of their journey but is now made meaningful
by J:
S:!
Yeah ((looks across at J)) Coz then you’ll have lights in your
favour won’t ya ((looks across at J again))

J: Well:

J:I just need to get to
the bottom -

- of this

J:((reaches for
envelope))

((J waves envelope))

S: ((looks at envelope))

Transcript 7 “I just need to get to the bottom of this”
While there are numerous objects in the environment, they are not always relevant nor meaningful
to what is happening, an ethnomethodological interest is in when they are, how they are made so,
what is happening at that moment and what happens next. In the video recording, the envelope is
an object that is constantly in sight, but only after the lane-changing incident is the envelope
attended to by the participants. At this point it is worth re-watching the video fragment if you still
have it open but, if not, to summarise: the tension had peaked on changing lanes. J had responded to the
failure of her wayfinding by crying out that they should give up their journey and S had tried to reassure
her and coax her back into involvement in their trip. In response to S’s coaxing, in frame 1 of transcript
7, J prefaces her response with ‘well’ while reaching for the envelope, the ‘well’ marking that despite
S having asked her a question she is not going to provide a straightforward answer (Schegloﬀ &
Lerner, 2009). While the first-pair part of adjacently-paired actions puts pressure on the other to
respond with the expected second-pair part, what this example shows is that such relationships can
be oriented to, while nevertheless being departed from, resisted, amended, excepted and all the
various other ways in which we orient to rules without straightforwardly following them.
J then, by way of indirectly responding to the encouragement given by S, provide a restatement of
the purpose of their journey - ‘I just need to get to the bottom of this’. J not only waves the envelope
but, she waves it in the space ahead and between the front seats. Her waving is thus produced as for
S to pay attention to. In the third frame of transcript 7 he does then attend to the envelope that is
being waved. A further aspect of how objects are involved in the production of actions is of interest
to us, in that they are handled in diﬀerent ways and the handling of them makes particular features
relevant. The envelope here is being waved, rather than held up steadily for scrutinisation or torn
open to see what is inside or crumpled up into a ball to be thrown away. By waving it, J is thus
showing it to S as not to be taken hold of by him, nor to have its address read or its contents
examined. What is she doing with it then? The answer might delight a more traditional student of
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the visual because the envelope is being used to stand for something else rather than to be examined
in its own right. What that something else is requires a more ethnographic grasp of the journey.
The envelope is the thing they have to deliver at the end of their journey. It is the very reason for
their journey. An obligation that J undertook for her hospitalised mother, to check a list of personal
possessions held inside the envelope with the actual items that her mother has at the hospital. What
we have in the waving of the envelope then is also a transfer away from their car-travel relevant
categorisations as driver and navigator, to a diﬀerent set of obligations that cohere around J as
daughter and guardian of her mother’s aﬀairs. To be able to shift from time to time to what we
might know of a family and the setting outside of what the video presents us with can be useful in
understanding what is happening and what an object is doing. It becomes a problem though when
that knowledge garnered from elsewhere supplants what the participants are making relevant at the
time and indeed leaves us asking what we are learning from the video recording.

5. Things to do with noticings
In noticing things in video recordings I have been asking you to remain concerned with the
participants’ orientation to their settings. It might then seem that our fixation on their orientation
rather than ours (as geographers) will deliver a tidy collection of social beliefs, attitudes, knowledge
emotions and perceptions, owned by local culture that we can oﬀer as our findings. Frustratingly for
the researcher who made that assumption or hoped that they might be able to stockpile fixed
structures, or foundations, or theories that determine or explain how people interact with one
another, with objects and with their environments, ethnomethodology, conversation analysis and
ordinary language philosophy have always had quite other ambitions. In harmony with a number of
other practice-oriented approaches in human geography (Degen & Rose, 2010; Jacobs, 2006;
Marston, Jones, & Woodward, 2005), they treat social and cultural things’ character as fixed, flexible,
fluid, legible, emotional as the outcome of the local participants’ ongoing eﬀorts or lack thereof.
Eﬀorts that, when one is willing to return to video recordings with the right degree of patience,
rigour and imagination, are stunningly detailed, robustly orderly and yet, quite ordinary.
What are our findings then? What news can we deliver from carefully watching and re-watching
video recordings of spatial practices? The answer comes in three parts. The first part is the
conventional sense that we are describing, collecting and cataloguing the ordinary practices that
cultures, communities, families, and all manner of other collective entities, use to do and make
meaningful, reasonable and intelligible the things that they do. In undertaking studies of social and
cultural practices we are using video as the evidence that shows that there are these methodical
practices and that, afterwards, interested researchers can re-watch the video and concur or disagree
with what we have made of them. For instance such a set of findings can be based on a collection of
the distinctive head movements used by car drivers and passengers to accomplish various actions
(pointing, agreeing, disagreeing, showing they are listening and so on). Supported by the video
recordings and their analysis, one finding is that drivers of cars routinely use their head to point
toward objects in the environment ahead of them. If you recall, in our second worked example S did
this and, in fact, it is a gesture seen across the range of video recordings that I have of car journeys.
There is nothing particularly ethnomethodological about such findings and they are ones that many
other approaches utilising video recordings to describe and catalogue practices might also make.
The second part of the answer is one that involves reversing the trajectory of empirical studies
toward the generalisable explanation. It is answer that resists the question: “how might we generalise
from your study?” Not because it cannot be done because first findings do indeed involve the
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successful identification of certain routine (e.g. common or general, or, perhaps everyday) methods
that people employ to do things with words, gestures, objects and environments. The
ethnomethodological twist is to look at how it is that members then employ those methods in just
this place, at just this time, with just these people and materials around them (Livingston, 2008). If
the first move is identifying generalisable features, this second one is bringing those general features
back to new and old video recordings to see just how they were actually done (Lynch, 1993). It looks
like the move made by grounded theorists but it is not between theory and empirical material, it is
between finding methods and then investigating how those methods are used in particular practices.
Returning to what happens in particular instances helps refine our descriptions of methods and it
also diﬀerentiates, and may indeed dissolve, some of those initial general findings when we find that
they happen in a diﬀerent way in this particular place or are being used to accomplish something
quite other than what had previously been found. This pursuit of sameness and diﬀerence through
empirical materials is a central part of the ethnomethodological and conversation analytic approach
and one that has deep harmonies with the pursuit of and philosophy of diﬀerence (if not sameness)
in social and cultural geography.
The third part of the answer is a response to theory. Where theorising about the world involves a
certain disengagement and sometimes generates what appear to be unsolvable problems and
impasses, what this approach oﬀers is not the verification or falsification or supplementation or
exemplification of those theories (or indeed hypotheses). Instead the hope is it that it finds places
where those theoretical problems are practical ones for the locals and, on the basis of what it learns
from video recordings of their practices, it allows the analyst to re-specify those earlier problems and
impasses. Where the idea of pre-cognition or the technological unconscious can lead us to re-insert
various forms of hidden ideology that turn human actors into cognitive or technological dopes (or
dupes) when our hope had been to avoid doing just that (Laurier, 2011) or, where a concern with
gender has lead us to suggest that it is abidingly relevant, studies of various encounters can turn us
toward how gender is made relevant, and, in what ways (D. E. Smith, 1993; Stokoe, 2012b). It could
be the relationship between plans and the actions that are the following of those plans (Suchman,
2007) or how human and animals play together (Goode, 2007). Across various topics of concern for
human geographers, we can notice things in video recordings of collective practices that ask us to
change our minds about what things mean and how they mean to the groups that we study.
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